Multiple theorists (Books cover two or more theorists/theories)

*Classroom discipline and management 3rd ed. / Edwards Instr. copy [Gordon, Glasser, Skinner]

Building classroom discipline from models to practice 2nd ed. / Charles Instr. Copy [Gordon, Glasser, Skinner]


*LB 3013 .M327 2007 Classroom management: models, applications, and cases 2nd ed. / Manning & Bucher K copy [Gordon, Glasser, Skinner]

Models of classroom management 3rd ed. / Martin Instr. copy [Gordon, Glasser, behaviorism]

Behaviour Modification / Behaviourism (B. F. Skinner)


LB 1051 .K723 Humanism and/or behaviorism in education / Kolesnik K copy [humanism, Skinner, behaviorism]


LB 3013 .H6618 2013 Managing the classroom environment: meeting the needs of the student / Houff K copy [Skinner, behaviourism]

T.E.T. Teacher effectiveness training  (Thomas Gordon)


P.E.T. in action Instr. copy [Gordon, TET]
Reality Therapy / Choice Theory (William Glasser)

Reality therapy: a new approach to psychiatry / William Glasser Instr. copy [Glasser]

Other titles
HQ 755.8.F3 2004 How to talk so kids will listen & listen so kids will talk K copy
HQ 755.8.F3 1982 How to talk so kids will listen & listen so kids will talk / Faber & Mazlish - K copy
How to talk so kids will listen & listen so kids will talk. Instr. Copy